TECHNOLOGY THAT
WORKS FOR YOU

Finding out what works best for your company is not always easy.
Let Unified Networking Solutions and HP Inc. assist you with
Products and services designed to get you there.

Education
We believe that students should have access to a high quality education anytime and
anywhere. Where teachers can make a positive difference in their students’ lives. That’s why
we have partnered with HP Inc. to bring you products and solutions that provide students
and teachers with the tools they need to succeed.

Hands on teaching just got exciting
SPROUT PRO by HP G2
Sprout Pro G2 is a learning station that integrates multiple
advanced technologies into an all-in-one solution making
it ideal for any learning environment. It helps transform
the ways students experiment, create and collaborate,
taking project-based, immersive learning to the next
level. With innovative technology like 2D and 3D capture
capabilities, students can experiment and interact with
complex concepts to help prepare them for their future
careers.
Starting price: $3460.00

Stunning Module Design in HP’s smallest
desktop ever
HP Elite Slice
The soul of a powerful PC inside a beautifully modular
body, HP Elite Slice is like no desktop you’ve ever seen.
Designed for the modern workforce, each compact, cableless module adds functionality to reconfigure HP Elite Slice
into something new. For instance choose a wireless
charging cover or a collaborative cover with hot keys or
add an optical disk drive module or audio module to turn
your slice into whatever you need it to be. An innovative
PC with powerful Intel® Core™ 35-watt desktop
processors and Elite-class security, and Windows 10 Pro.
Starting price: $729.00

Designed with learning in mind
HP ProBook x360 11 G3 EE Notebook PC
Equip your students for success with this rugged yet sleek
convertible notebook. With a flexible 360° hinge,
touchscreen, and optional dual camera system, it’s
designed to deliver an exceptional blended-learning
experience―allowing your students to type, touch, write,
and draw across a range of engaging learning activities.
This sleek, yet rugged, convertible notebook is reinforced
with a pick-resistant keyboard and Corning® Gorilla® Glass
4 screen, all while having a long battery life
Starting price: $782.00

Teaching and learning made easy
HP Probook 11EE G2
Compose, create, collaborate and inspire with the durable
HP ProBook 11 EE. Loaded with Windows 101 Pro and HP
School Pack tools, it’s built to help students learn. It uses
the power of 6th Gen Intel® Core™ processors2 to engage
students for hours without interruption thanks to long
battery life. Bumps, bangs, and minor spills are no big
deal for this portable and durable notebook featuring a
reinforced chassis with co-molded rubber trim, and a spillresistant keyboard and touchpad.
Starting price: $636.00

Small Medium Business
Here at Unified Networking Solutions, we know that when you run a small or medium
business you face a wide range of challenges. From trying to figure out the different
technologies available to help you run your business to supporting your end users and
everything in between. That is why we work with our customers to help them find the right
Product and Solutions that fit their business needs.

Everything a business Ultrabook™
should be
HP EliteBook 1040 G3 Notebook PC
HP EliteBook 1040 G3 has a refined, modern image that
will wow colleagues and clients. Dive deeper and you’ll
find powerful performance, the latest Intel® processors,
and one of the thinnest and lightest business notebooks
available, plus innovative BIOS protection from HP Sure
Start with Dynamic Protection that helps keep you and
your work safe and secure.
Starting price: $1310.00

The business-class notebook for
collaboration
HP EliteBook Folio G1 Notebook PC
The HP EliteBook Folio is the world’s thinnest and lightest
business-class notebook—ever. It’s the PC that’s reinventing
business PCs, engineered to enhance your experience with
enterprise-level protection, a flawless design, and effective,
efficient collaborative tools.
Starting price: $1070.00

Security, Manageability, and
Performance in a modern design
HP EliteDesk 800 65W G3 Desktop Mini
PC
Maximize your workspace with one of the smallest
enterprise-class desktop PCs in the world. The HP
EliteDesk 800 is specifically engineered for the demands
of large workloads and quick turnarounds. It is
configurable with integrated security solutions and
security expansion options.
Starting price: $850.00

Power, price, and size
HP Z240 Small Form Factor Workstation
HP’s most affordable workstation allows you to customize
your experience while still balancing your IT budget. HP
reliability, thorough testing, and ISV certification means
your HP Z240 is designed as a long-term budget friendly
solution. Powerful processors, graphics, memory, and two
optional ultra-fast HP Z Turbo Drives3 make the HP Z240 a
true workstation-class solution. Handle your growing and
complex workloads with performance for any stage in
your work process.
Starting price: $699.00

